Introduction

Salmonella enterica is a rod-shaped, flagellated, facultative anaerobic, gram-negative bacterial species diverging into more than 2,600 different serovars differentiated by their antigenic presentation [1]. Salmonellae are capable of infecting a wide range of animals including humans and cause diverse diseases from gastroenteritis to typhoid fever. Due to its host preference, plants have been generally presumed not to provide favorable habitats for Salmonella. Indeed, plant environments can be hostile to Salmonella in the context of limited nutrient availability, atmospheric oxygen level on plant surfaces, antimicrobial compounds released by plants, and a large temperature difference between day and night [2]. However, Salmonellae evolutionarily adapted to animal hosts are thought to be excreted back to the soil through the feces of infected hosts, which then eventually contaminate farm produce in the form of composted manure. In this context, Salmonellae exploit farm produce as an environmental reservoir for their persistence and also as a potential vehicle allowing their transmission to their preferable animal hosts [3]. The biggest risk associated with Salmonella-contaminated produce is that fresh and fresh-cut vegetables are usually consumed without being cooked, and thus are likely to cause serious foodborne infection. Furthermore, enteric
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pathogens such as Salmonella are more tolerant toward sanitizing agents such as chlorine [4, 5], increasing the likelihood of enteric pathogens dominating the sanitized produce over indigenous non-pathogenic bacteria [5].

A tremendous research effort has been put into deciphering the underlying mechanism for Salmonella persistence in unfavorable produce environments for the last decade. In the same vein, the aim of this study was to gain insight into how Salmonella orchestrates its transcriptome in response to multiple stimuli from vegetables and further identify genetic loci important for its adaptation to raw produce. S. enterica spp. FORC_015, FORC_019, and FORC_030 used in this study are clinical isolates recovered from human blood and feces, and their genome sequences were recently catalogued in the NCBI database (CP011365.1; CP012396.1; CP015598.1). Serotyping based on Kauffman-White classification [6] identified these strains as S. enterica serovars Mbandaka, Enteritidis, and Typhimurium, respectively. All three serotypes are closely associated with produce-derived food commodities, according to surveillance in the United States between 1998–2008 [7]. Green leafy vegetables such as lettuce and cabbage are the main cause of produce-associated outbreaks [8]. Microscopic analysis has revealed that Salmonella colonized the surface of vegetable leaves and penetrated into tissues through open stomata [9]. In this study, the three Salmonella strains were exposed to cut cabbage and napa cabbage, and then a transcriptomic analysis was performed to better understand the systematic gene regulation of Salmonella enterica spp. in response to exposure to these vegetables. The transcriptome data were further utilized to identify bacterial determinants required for successful adaptation to cabbage and napa cabbage as an alternative habitat.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Strains and Growth Condition

Salmonella enterica spp. wild-type strains including three FORC strains and S. Typhimurium 14028S, and their isogenic mutant derivatives used in this study are listed in Table S1. Unless stated, all bacterial strains were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium at 37°C, and the following antibiotics (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were added when required: kanamycin (25 \( \mu \)g/ml) and ampicillin (100 \( \mu \)g/ml). As a nutrient-limited condition, M9 minimal medium was used to prepare total bacterial RNA in contact with vegetables.

All isogenic mutants were constructed using the λ Red recombination system [10]. Genes constituting an operon were deleted together with other genes in the same operon. In brief, PCR products containing a kanamycin resistance gene in the middle and nucleotides identical to the flanking regions of target genes at each terminus were generated using pKD13 as a template. PCR primers used in the PCR amplification are listed in Table S2. S. Typhimurium 14028S strain harboring the Red helper plasmid pKD46 was grown in the presence of L-arabinose (50 mM) at 30°C with shaking (220 rpm) until the OD_{600} reached 0.6. Bacterial cells were then centrifuged (10,000 \( \times \) g, 5 min, 4°C), resuspended in ice-cold water, and transformed by electroporation (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA). Recombinant cells were selected by kanamycin resistance, and subjected to diagnostic PCR using the primers listed in Table S2. The kanamycin resistance cassette was removed using the FLP recombinase of pCP20.

Preparation of Cabbage and Napa Cabbage

Cabbage (Brassica oleracea var. capitata) and napa cabbage (Brassica rapa subsp. Pekinensis) were purchased from commercial markets in Suwon, Korea. To prepare vegetable samples, only leaves and stems (except roots) were used. Possible contamination with indigenous microbes was eliminated by soaking the cabbage and napa cabbage leaves and stems in water containing 0.01% sodium hypochlorite for 5 min. Samples were washed with sterilized water twice and dried for 10 min. After drying, the leaves and stems were cut using a knife.

RNA Extraction

To minimize RNA degradation, RNAprotect Bacteria Reagent (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was added to the bacterial culture, and bacterial total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Isolated RNA samples were treated with Ambion Turbo DNA-free (Ambion, USA) to remove genomic DNA, and purified RNA samples were analyzed using Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA). RNA samples with RNA integrity numbers (RIN) larger than 7 were used for RNA-sequencing analysis [11].

RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq) and Analysis

The rRNAs were removed using the subtractive hybridization/ bead capture system of the Ribo-Zero Kit (Epitope Biotechnologies, USA), and an mRNA-Seq library was subsequently constructed using the Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit v2 (Illumina, USA). RNA-Seq using Illumina HiSeq generated single-end reads around 100 bp in length. Sequencing reads were mapped to the respective genome sequences, using CLC Genomics Workbench 6.5.1 tool (CLC bio, Denmark) and all RNA-Seq data analyzed in this study were deposited in the Foodborne Pathogen Omics Research Center (http://forcdb.snu.ac.kr/data/transcriptomes). As normalization methods in RNA-Seq analysis, reads per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM), relative log expression (RLE), and trimmed mean of M-value (TMM) were applied [12–14]. Genes encoding proteins with similar functions were classified using Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) analysis [15], and heat maps were generated using Gitools v2.2.2 [16].
Quantitative Real-Time PCR Analysis (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA that was isolated as described above was treated with RNase-free DNase (Ambion) to remove the remaining genomic DNA. The cDNA synthesis was performed using the RNA to cDNA EcoDry Premix (Random Hexamers) (Takara, Japan). Next, qRT-PCR was performed using the StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, USA) with Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), and mRNA levels of each gene were normalized using those of the housekeeping gene \textit{gyrB}. All primers used in this study are listed in Table S2.

Biofilm Assay

Bacterial cells cultivated in LB broth overnight were diluted into fresh LB broth at a 1:100 ratio and further cultured at 37°C for 3 h. Bacterial cells adjusted to OD_{600} 1.0 were mixed with LB broth at a 1:3 ratio in polystyrene and glass tubes and statically incubated at 30°C or 37°C for 48 h without shaking. Biofilm formation was quantified by staining with 1.0% crystal violet for 5 min followed by washing with phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4). All dye attached to the biofilm was dissolved with 33% glacial acetic acid, and OD_{595} was measured to quantify the total biofilm mass [17].

Invasion Assay

HeLa cells were cultivated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Corning, USA) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, Corning) and 50 μg/ml of penicillin and streptomycin. Cells were seeded onto 24-well tissue culture plates at 2 × 10^5 cells/well and incubated at 37°C overnight prior to bacterial infection. Bacterial cells grown in LB broth at 37°C overnight were washed with PBS (Corning) three times, resuspended in DMEM, and added in HeLa cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 100. Infection was initiated by centrifugation at 500 × g for 5 min, and plates were incubated for 30 min. The cells were washed once with PBS and replenished with DMEM containing gentamicin at 100 μg/ml to remove extracellular bacteria. After a 2-h incubation, the cells were washed using PBS twice and lysed using 1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 20 min. Cell lysates were serially diluted with PBS and plated on LB agar to enumerate intracellular bacteria.

Motility Assay

Bacterial cells grown in LB broth overnight were diluted into fresh LB broth and further cultured at 37°C for 3 h. Bacterial strains used in the motility assay did not show any growth differences compared to that of the wild-type strain, and bacterial cultures were adjusted to an OD_{600} of 1.0. Next, 2 μl of bacterial culture was injected onto LB agar containing 0.3% agar. LB agar plates were statically incubated at 30°C or 37°C for 5 h, and the diameters of the bacterial growth halos were measured. Motility was measured in at least three independent experiments, and then the halo diameters were averaged.

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) Resistance Test

Bacterial cells were cultured in LB broth overnight and diluted to fresh LB broth. The cells were next cultured for 3 h, washed using PBS, and adjusted to 2 × 10^7 cells/ml in PBS. Next, the cells were treated with hydrogen peroxide at 1 to 4 mM for 15 min before being immediately diluted with PBS and spotted onto LB agar plates or spread on agar plates for enumeration. Bacterial counting was performed at least three times and the numbers were averaged.

Statistical Analysis

The data were presented as the mean with standard deviation from at least three independent tests and analyzed using the Student’s \textit{t}-test. A \textit{p} value of 0.05 or less was regarded as being statistically significant.

Results

Effect of Cabbage and Napa Cabbage on Growth of Salmonella

Some foodborne pathogens including \textit{E. coli} and \textit{Salmonella}...
have the ability to survive in secondary habitats such as vegetables, and their colonization of vegetable surfaces was found to be accelerated when vegetable tissues were macerated, leading to leakage of cellular components [18]. In order to analyze the *Salmonella* transcriptome when in contact with vegetables, *Salmonella* strains FORC_015, FORC_019, and FORC_030 were cultivated in M9 minimal medium broth supplemented with cut cabbage and napa cabbage, and total bacterial RNAs were isolated at around 3 h when cells reached the mid-logarithmic growth phase. As observed in other cases, *Salmonella* replicated faster when the vegetable samples were provided as additional nutrients (Fig. 1).

**Comprehensive Transcriptomic Analysis of *Salmonella enterica* spp. upon Contact with Cabbage and Napa Cabbage**

The *Salmonella* transcriptome was analyzed in the presence and absence of cabbage or napa cabbage, and the genes with changes in expression by two-fold or more upon contact with vegetables were sorted ($p$ value < 0.05). To delineate the physiological changes that occurred in the bacterial cells during contact with vegetables, the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were categorized based on their predicted functions using COG designations [15]. In FORC_015, FORC_019, and FORC_030 co-cultured with cabbage, 9.30% (428/4601), 5.01% (242/4519); and 8.29% (400/4929) of the genes had significantly changed expressions.

Functional grouping of DEGs varied among the three FORC strains, indicating strain-dependent differences in transcriptional responses to vegetables. However, in all three bacterial strains, co-cultivation with vegetables led to expression changes in genes associated with energy production and conversion (16.55% in FORC_015, 3.11% in FORC_019, and 6.92% in FORC_030), amino acid transport and metabolism (11.94% in FORC_015, 6.92% in FORC_019, and 7.63% in FORC_030), and carbohydrate transport and metabolism (6.45% in FORC_015, 10.89% in FORC_019, and 3.69% in FORC_030) (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the three FORC

![Fig. 2. Functional categorization of differentially regulated genes (DEGs).](image)

Functional groups of genes that showed significant expression changes upon contact with vegetables were graphically compared, based on COG analysis. Genes up- or down-regulated by more than 2-fold in the presence of vegetables were sorted in each COG group, and their percentages are indicated by black and white bars, respectively.
strains showed significant changes in the expression of genes related to cell motility (25.93% in FORC_015, 3.90% in FORC_019, and 58.54% in FORC_030) and signal transduction mechanisms (14.84% in FORC_015, 6.98% in FORC_019, and 10.69% in FORC_030) upon the contact with vegetables (Fig. 2). These results suggested that Salmonella might sense various nutrients released from vegetable tissues and take advantage of them for proliferation, which is accordant with the increased Salmonella growth in the presence of vegetables (Fig. 1).

Differential Regulation of Salmonella Virulence Determinants in Response to Cabbage and Napa Cabbage

Despite the intimate association between vegetables and Salmonella, the underlying mechanism by which Salmonella persists on the surface of vegetables or in their cellular compartments has not been investigated in detail. In an effort to understand how the expression of virulence genes upon contact with raw vegetable is coordinated in Salmonella, the transcriptional changes in representative virulence determinants were evaluated. In animal models of Salmonella infection, Salmonella generally employs two different type III secretion systems (T3SSs) produced from Salmonella pathogenicity island (SPI)-1 and SPI-2 as primary virulence determinants. Virulence factors translocated via SPI-1 T3SS exert their roles during Salmonella invasion into host cells, while those delivered via SPI-2 T3SS are required for bacterial survival and proliferation inside host cells [19, 20]. The possibility that Salmonella exploits plant tissues and cells as secondary reservoirs in unfavorable environments was examined by comparing the expressions of SPI-1 and SPI-2 genes in the presence and absence of vegetables. SPI-1 genes were up-regulated in FORC_019 and FORC_030 in response to napa cabbage and cabbage, respectively, while SPI-2 genes were moderately down-regulated in all three strains (Fig. 3). The increased SPI-1 expression when in contact with vegetables suggests that Salmonella may utilize SPI-1 T3SS during internalization into plant cells, similar to the mechanism used in animal cells. Recent studies support this possibility, showing that Salmonella effectors delivered through SPI-1 T3SS are required for Salmonella to dampen the plant immune system and colonize plant tissues [21, 22].

Defining Genes Differentially Expressed in Contact with Cabbage and Napa Cabbage

To further understand the strategy employed by Salmonella for adaptation to vegetable environments, genes up- or down-regulated by more than 2-fold in at least two Salmonella strains were sorted (Table S3). The roles of DEGs might be associated with bacterial adaptation to not only plants but also other hostile niches such as animal hosts. Nontyphoidal Salmonella serovars used in this study, including Typhimurium, Enteritidis, and Mbandaka, are important foodborne pathogens that cause gastroenteritis,
bacteremia, and subsequent focal infection. However, most molecular studies have been performed using several typical S. Typhimurium strains, such as 14028S. In an effort to comprehensively decipher the bacterial transcriptional regulation at the molecular level, the expression levels of DEGs were evaluated in S. Typhimurium 14028S, a representative virulent strain extensively used in molecular studies. Among the 51 DEGs identified in the transcriptomic analyses, 16 genes showed significant changes in their expression in S. Typhimurium 14028S in contact with cabbage or napa cabbage (Fig. 4A), while the transcription levels of other genes were not altered in response to vegetables. When the expression of 16 DEGs was examined in the three FORC strains using qRT-PCR (B), the qRT-PCR fold-changes in $\log_2[C_{\text{vegetable}}/C_{\text{control}}]$ were depicted using a colorimetric gradient heat map, in parallel with RNA-Seq fold-changes in $(\log_2[RPKM_{\text{vegetable}}/RPKM_{\text{control}}])$ for each strain: down-regulation in blue and up-regulation in red.

**Exploring Genes Associated with Salmonella Adaption into Hostile Environments**

To determine the genetic loci required for Salmonella adaptation to vegetable environments, the 16 DEGs were deleted individually in the chromosome of S. Typhimurium 14028S as described in Materials and Methods, and the growth of each mutant strain was measured with or without vegetables. All mutant strains except $\Delta nataA$ showed comparable growth rates with that of the wild-type strain S. Typhimurium 14028S (compare Figs. 4A and 4B), suggesting differential transcriptional regulation between Salmonella strains. In spite of the discordant gene expressions among the bacterial strains, these 16 genes with significant transcriptional alterations in S. Typhimurium 14028S deserve to be further tested as growth or survival determinants important for Salmonella adaptation and survival under unfavorable environments such as those presented by plants and animals.
regardless of the presence of cabbage or napa cabbage (Fig. 5A). However, the mutant lacking \textit{nadA} had attenuated growth in M9 minimal medium (Fig. 5B), whereas its growth was not attenuated in LB medium when compared to other mutant strains (Fig. S1). The gene \textit{nadA} encodes quinolinate synthase, which is required for the biosynthesis of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD). Interestingly, the supplementation with cabbage or napa cabbage complemented the growth attenuation of \(\Delta \textit{nadA}\) strain (Fig. 5B), suggesting that bioactive compounds released from vegetable tissues enabled the mutant to circumvent the de novo NAD biosynthesis pathway.

In an effort to define new virulence determinants associated with \textit{Salmonella} adaptation and survival under unfavorable environments, we next examined the ability for the bacterial cells to invade into animal cells in the absence of the 16 DEGs. The invasion ability of \textit{Salmonella} lacking \textit{speF/potE} (STM14\_0818 and STM14\_0817), \textit{fdnGHI} (STM14\_1894 to STM14\_1892), \textit{ogt} (STM14\_2006), STM14\_2269, and the \textit{cbi} operon (STM14\_2513 to STM14\_2523) into epithelial cells was attenuated, indicating positive roles of these DEGs in promoting \textit{Salmonella} invasion (Fig. 6). The genes \textit{speF} and \textit{potE} encode ornithine decarboxylase and putrescine transporter, respectively, and are both associated with homeostasis of putrescine, a small-cationic polyamine required for \textit{Salmonella} resistance and virulence during host infection [23]. The operon \textit{fdnGHI} encodes formate dehydrogenase N, which is required for the oxidation of formate to carbon dioxide, donating electrons to the quinone pool for the reduction of anaerobic respiratory substrates [24]. The \textit{ogt} gene encodes methylated DNA protein cysteine methyltransferase, which repairs alkylated DNA, and is known to be required for bacterial resistance to DNA mutations caused by alkylating agents [25]. STM14\_2269 has been postulated to encode a lytic enzyme, and the \textit{cbi} operon encodes multiple enzymes for the biosynthesis of cobalamin (vitamin B\textsubscript{12}) [26]. The invasion assay results suggest that these five genetic loci might be novel virulence determinants associated with \textit{Salmonella} adaption to host animals.

**Understanding Roles of \textit{cbi} Operon as a Virulence Determinant in \textit{Salmonella}**

Among the five genetic loci required for \textit{Salmonella} to
invade cells, we further investigated the roles of the cbi operon as a virulence determinant. Cobalamin is known to function as a cofactor in diverse reactions in S. Typhimurium, including methyltransferase-mediated methionine biosynthesis, degradation of ethanolamine to acetaldehyde, and propanediol dehydratase-mediated propanediol degradation [27]. In view of the multifaceted roles of cobalamin in Salmonella, we characterized the physiological features of the Δcbi mutant strain, which might be associated with its attenuated virulence.

Bacterial motility in the absence of the cbi operon was evaluated since motility is required for evading stressful stimuli as well as internalization into host cells. Salmonella lacking the cbi operon showed attenuated motility on agar plates (Fig. 7A), suggesting that the decrease in its ability to invade cells might be attributed to the attenuated motility toward host cells at least in part.

In addition to motility, the invasion ability of Salmonella is influenced by multiple virulence factors. Among these, SPI-1 is a prominent requirement for Salmonella invasion. However, a lack of the cbi operon did not influence the transcriptional expression of SPI-1 genes, which encode a component of the SPI-1 T3SS apparatus (InvA) and its secretion substrate (SipC), suggesting that the decreased invasion ability of the Δcbi strain was not caused by malfunctioning SPI-1 T3SS (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, the lack of cbi operon increased the transcription of pduF and pduA genes, which compose pdu operon (Fig. 7B). The role of pdu operon in Salmonella physiology and virulence has been recently addressed as described in Discussion.

We next investigated the role of the cbi operon in Salmonella resistance under stressful environments. The altered expression of cbi operon in contact with vegetables might be associated with bacterial resistance against unfavorable stimuli encountered during the adaptation to plant environments. When bacteria are exposed to hostile conditions such as nutrient starvation as well as physical and chemical stressors, they form multicellular complexes called biofilms, which provide a shelter for the bacterial cells to cope with transient or permanent stress conditions [28]. Salmonella lacking the cbi operon developed biofilms better than the wild-type strain on the surface of polystyrene, but showed no difference in biofilm formation on the surface of glass (Fig. 7C). This result showed that the ability to form biofilms was altered depending on the surface materials with different physical properties.

A plausible stressor encountered during bacterial adaptation to plant tissues is oxidative stress. One of the earliest and best-characterized responses of plant-to-pathogen invasion is the oxidative burst. High concentrations of ROS are produced at the plasma membrane in the vicinity of the pathogen [29, 30]. Therefore, bacterial resistance against hydrogen peroxide was compared between wild-type and Δcbi strains. However, the two strains showed comparable resistance against hydrogen peroxide, indicating no relevance of the cbi operon in ROS tolerance (Fig. 7D).

**Discussion**

In recent decades, an increasing number of surveys and studies have noticed increased risks of produce contaminated with enteric pathogens. According to the United States outbreak data from the 1970s to the 1990s, the proportion of foodborne outbreaks attributable to produce increased...
from 0.7% to 6% [31]. More recently, between 1990 and 2005, produce has been associated with 13% of the identified food source outbreaks [32]. *Salmonella enterica* is a major species that accounts for a large proportion of foodborne outbreaks associated with the consumption of fresh produce. *S. enterica* spp. are able to colonize green leafy vegetables such as cabbage and lettuce [9], and survive more than 100 days without provoking disease symptoms in plants [33, 34]. Although the overall populations of inoculated pathogens tend to decline, the persistence of as low as a few cells might still cause serious outbreaks [35]. The risk of *Salmonella* internalization into diverse edible tissue poses a threat to food processing environments and public health [36].

In this study, three *Salmonella* spp. strains were incubated with cabbage or napa cabbage tissues, and their transcriptome profiles were acquired to understand how *Salmonella* adapts to unfavorable plant environments. Genes up- or down-regulated upon contact with plant tissues were sorted, and their roles were evaluated in the *S. Typhimurium* 14028S strain to determine genes implicated in bacterial survival and virulence under unfavorable environments. The *S. Typhimurium* 14028S strain is a representative strain widely used in virulence studies and provides extensive information at the molecular level. Among the 16 genes with significant expression changes in *S. Typhimurium* 14028S in response to cabbage and napa cabbage, *nadA* was required for bacterial growth under nutrient-restricted environments (Fig. 5B), while *speF/potE, fihGHI, ogt, STM14_2269*, and the *cbi* operon were implicated in the ability of *Salmonella* to invade host epithelial cells (Fig. 6). These genes are presumably virulence determinants associated with *Salmonella* virulence and survival. In this context, diverse control measures inactivating the roles of...
these genes can be developed to control Salmonella contamination and infection in the food industry. Quinolinic acid, the intermediate of 1,2-propanediol utilization pathway, is synthesized in the de novo NAD biosynthesis pathway starting from aspartate. NAD participates in varied metabolic pathways as a donor of ADP-ribose moieties in ADP-ribosylation reactions, a precursor of the secondary messenger molecule cyclic ADP-ribose, or a substrate for bacterial DNA ligases [37]. Therefore, the lack of nadA can dampen the biosynthesis of NAD from amino acids in cells, leading to a malfunction of multiple metabolic pathways. We observed that the attenuated growth of the ΔnadA strain was complemented by the addition of cabbage or napa cabbage (Fig. 5B). As an alternative to de novo biosynthesis for maintaining cellular NAD, bacteria recycle pyridine compounds including nicotinic acid and nicotinamide that are scavenged from the environment [38]. Cabbage and napa cabbage are rich sources of minerals and vitamins, including magnesium, calcium, iron, vitamin A, vitamin C, and vitamin B complex. In particular, niacin (vitamin B3; nicotinic acid) is abundant; at 0.25 mg and 0.5 mg per 100 g cabbage and napa cabbage, respectively [39]. Therefore, the ΔnadA strain was likely to scavenge niacin from the vegetable exudates and circumvent the compromised de novo biosynthesis pathway. This phenomenon indicated that inactivation of NAD homeostasis can be a promising control strategy against Salmonella proliferation.

As another important factor required for Salmonella virulence, the cob operon showed significant expression changes upon contact with cabbage and napa cabbage among the 4 different Salmonella strains. The cob operon, which consists of vitamin B3 biosynthetic genes, is induced in response to 1,2-propanediol and is co-regulated with the pdu operon. The pdu operon encodes a polyhedral body and its enzyme components, which degrade 1,2-propanediol as carbon and energy sources in the presence of a cofactor vitamin B6 [40]. Furthermore, 1,2-propanediol, the end-product of bacterial fermentation from L-fucose or L-rhamnose, is an abundant metabolite present in the intestinal lumen [41]. Therefore, Salmonella with the ability to utilize 1,2-propanediol outcompetes the gut microbiota [42, 43]. A lack of the cbi operon increased the expression of pdu genes (Fig. 7), suggesting that the Δcbi strain might outcompete the commensal bacteria in the intestinal lumen when administered into host animals. With respect to the additional role of the pdu operon in Salmonella, propionyl-CoA, the intermediate of 1,2-propanediol utilization pathway, was shown to reduce the protein stability of HilD, a Salmonella SPI-1 transcriptional regulator, which in turn attenuated Salmonella invasion into intestinal epithelial cells [44]. However, a lack of the cbi operon did not influence the expressions of SPI-1 genes, indicating that the increase in pdu transcription in the Δcbi strain did not lead to the down-regulation of SPI-1 via propionyl-CoA (Fig. 7).

In conclusion, the transcriptomes of Salmonella spp. strains in contact with cabbage and napa cabbage provided insights into the overall bacterial transcriptional response to vegetables. The comprehensive transcriptomes help us better understand the bacterial adaption strategies in vegetables as well as devise control measures to inactivate essential bacterial determinants required for Salmonella proliferation in diverse conditions, such as soil and produce environments.
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